Bug when using Rails Console to query ActiveRecord - Segmentation fault

Encountered a bug when trying to use Rails Console (with Pry gem) to query and interact with ActiveRecord. Everything had been working fine, only system change has been to upgrade to MacOS this past week.

Steps to reproduce:

- Enter into Rails Console
- Perform basically any action (such as User.last)
- Error spits out bug report, boots you out of the console

```
/Users/Tony/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.3.1@global/gems/activerecord-5.0.0.1/lib/active_record/connection_adapters/sqlite3_adapter.rb:27: [BUG] Segmentation fault at 0x00000000000110
ruby 2.3.1p112 (2016-04-26 revision 54768) [x86_64-darwin15]
```

See attached crash report

Related issues:

- Is duplicate of Ruby master - Misc #12781: Segmentation fault on macOS Sierra (sqlite3_adapter.rb) added
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